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Abstract

Handing in a paper or exercise and merely001
receiving a "bad" or "incorrect" as feedback002
is not very helpful when the goal is to im-003
prove. Unfortunately, this is currently the004
kind of feedback given by many Automatic005
Short Answer Grading (ASAG) systems. One006
of the reasons for this is a lack of content-007
focused elaborated feedback datasets. To en-008
courage research on explainable and under-009
standable feedback systems, we present the010
Short Answer Feedback dataset (SAF). Sim-011
ilar to other ASAG datasets, SAF contains012
learner responses and reference answers to013
German and English questions. However, in-014
stead of only assigning a label or score to015
the learners’ answers, SAF also contains elab-016
orated feedback explaining the given score.017
Thus, SAF enables supervised training of mod-018
els that grade answers and explain where and019
why mistakes were made. This paper dis-020
cusses the need for enhanced feedback models021
in real-world pedagogical scenarios, describes022
the dataset annotation process, gives a com-023
prehensive analysis of SAF, and demonstrates024
how SAF challenges T5 Transformer models.1025

1 Introduction026

Assessment and feedback are essential to high-027

quality education (Shute, 2008). They allow learn-028

ers and teachers to discover misconceptions, gaps029

in knowledge, and improvement opportunities.030

However, manually assessing learners’ knowledge031

and providing helpful feedback is time-consuming032

and requires pedagogical as well as domain ex-033

pertise. Here, automatic assessment can free up034

teachers’ time to focus on tutoring learners or ade-035

quately preparing classroom activities. Moreover,036

it can be an alternative to peer-grading when course037

participant numbers increase beyond the financial038

feasibility of manual grading (Kay et al., 2013),039

1Our code, dataset and scoring rubrics will be publicly
available at github.com/[anonymized]/ under an MIT license

making it particularly useful for freely accessible 040

online courses. 041

Besides being cost- and time-efficient, automat- 042

ing assessment also offers unique teaching opportu- 043

nities. As long as systems give individual, response- 044

specific feedback, learners may retry or take addi- 045

tional assignments and receive instantaneous feed- 046

back as often as they need. Additionally, knowing 047

that a system instead of one’s teacher or professor 048

will evaluate one’s assignment can also reduce anx- 049

iety and help learners focus on their work instead 050

of worrying about their reputation (Lipnevich and 051

Smith, 2009). Therefore, it is unsurprising that 052

automatic assessment has been an active research 053

field over the past decades (Burrows et al., 2015; 054

Ihantola et al., 2010; Ke and Ng, 2019; Xi, 2010). 055

So far, significant progress has been made. 056

In particular, Transformer models are approach- 057

ing human experts’ performance on specific 058

datasets in the Automatic Short Answer Grading 059

(ASAG) field (Sung et al., 2019; Camus and Fil- 060

ighera, 2020). These models are trained to evaluate 061

whether natural language responses fully answer 062

open knowledge questions and typically output a 063

score or label indicating the response’s correctness. 064

This kind of feedback is also called verification 065

(Shute, 2008). An example can be seen in Table 1. 066

However, merely providing a score or label for 067

a learner’s answer is generally not sufficient in 068

real-world pedagogical scenarios. Firstly, learn- 069

ers must understand their feedback to use it effec- 070

tively (Winstone et al., 2017). That may not be the 071

case when learners only receive a score instead of 072

a clear explanation of where and why they made 073

mistakes. Secondly, the feedback’s source needs to 074

be trusted for learners to accept and engage with 075

the given advice (Winstone et al., 2017). Espe- 076

cially assessments by automatic models may be 077

questioned (Lipnevich and Smith, 2009; Filighera 078

et al., 2020a,b). Providing a response-specific, 079

detailed explanation may establish the necessary 080
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Question: What are the challenges of Mobile Routing compared to routing in fixed and
wired networks? Please name and describe two challenges.

Answer: 1) Due to hardware constraints, some nodes may be out of the range of others.
2) Mobile routing requires more flexibility. The environment is very dynamic and
the routing mechanism has to adapt to that.

Verification: 0.5 out of 1.0 points (Partially Correct)

Elaborated While the second challenge of needing to be able to adapt to a dynamically changing
Feedback: environment is correct, the first challenge stated is not a challenge specific to mobile

routing. In a wired network, nodes typically don’t have a direct connection to each
other node as well.

Table 1: An example answer with annotated feedback contained in SAF.

transparency for learners and teachers to trust the081

system’s predictions. This kind of explanation is082

also called elaborated feedback (Shute, 2008) and083

is shown in Table 1.084

In the Intelligent Tutoring Systems community,085

the need for elaborated feedback is well-known086

(Deeva et al., 2021; Hasan et al., 2020). Several087

researchers have incorporated feedback modules in088

their systems (VanLehn, 2011; Kulik and Fletcher,089

2016; Mousavinasab et al., 2021). However, these090

approaches are typically constrained to structured091

answer formats, such as programming exercises092

(Keuning et al., 2018), focus on the response’s lan-093

guage and style instead of the content (Hellman094

et al., 2020), or are hand-tailored to specific tasks095

(Dzikovska et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2008). A lack096

of public, content-centered elaborated feedback097

datasets that enable supervised, expert-independent098

approaches may be one of the main reasons for this.099

To narrow this gap, we provide the Short Answer100

Feedback dataset (SAF), a German and English101

collection of learner answers and feedback.102

In contrast to other ASAG datasets, the feedback103

includes a classification or rating of the answers104

and contains detailed explanations. This allows105

for automatic scoring and opens the new task of106

providing response-specific, elaborated feedback107

that explains the given score. The dataset con-108

tains 4,519 submissions, corresponding scores, and109

response-specific elaborated feedback. Addition-110

ally, we provide T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and mT5111

(Xue et al., 2021) baselines for future comparison.112

2 Related Work113

While elaborated feedback datasets on language114

learning (Caines et al., 2020; Pilan et al., 2020;115

Stasaski et al., 2020) appeared recently, they fo- 116

cus on linguistic mistakes, such as grammatical 117

errors, instead of content. Our extensive litera- 118

ture review did not reveal datasets that included 119

content-focused elaborated feedback on short an- 120

swer responses. However, SAF’s feedback can be 121

viewed as a textual explanation of the assigned 122

score. Therefore, comparable NLP datasets with 123

textual explanations and publicly available ASAG 124

datasets without explanations are discussed in the 125

following sections. 126

2.1 Natural Language Explanation Datasets 127

In recent years, the need for understandable, inter- 128

pretable NLP models has been widely discussed 129

(Adadi and Berrada, 2018; Alishahi et al., 2019; 130

Danilevsky et al., 2020; Das and Rad, 2020). One 131

of the possible approaches to make models ex- 132

plainable is to train them or auxiliary models to 133

directly generate explanations of their predictions 134

(Liu et al., 2019; Narang et al., 2020). For this pur- 135

pose, multiple researchers enhanced NLP datasets 136

with textual explanations. 137

Camburu et al. (2018) extended the Stanford 138

Natural Language Inference dataset (SNLI) (Bow- 139

man et al., 2015) using Amazon Mechanical Turk. 140

The expanded dataset is called e-SNLI and con- 141

tains textual, human-generated explanations for 142

each of SNLI’s entailment relation pairs. Ra- 143

jani et al. (2019), also using Amazon Mechani- 144

cal Turk, expanded COMMONSENSEQA (Talmor 145

et al., 2019). The resulting Common Sense Ex- 146

planations (CoS-E) dataset consists of common- 147

sense reasoning questions with three possible an- 148

swers and a textual explanation for every correct 149

selection. Mostafazadeh et al. (2020) introduced 150
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GLUCOSE, a crowdsourced collection of semi-151

structured causal explanations related to sentences152

in stories. However, the datasets above do not153

have a pedagogical focus. This is detrimental to154

researchers aiming to employ their systems in edu-155

cational contexts, where explanations should con-156

form to pedagogical guidelines, such as avoiding157

harm to the learner’s self-esteem or motivation.158

The closest to our research is the WorldTree V2159

dataset. Here, Xie et al. (2020) used graphs of160

expert-engineered natural language facts to explain161

correct answers to multiple-choice science ques-162

tions. The resulting explanations are essentially163

lists of scientific and world knowledge facts needed164

to answer the question correctly. Similarly, Ling165

et al. (2017) provide textual explanations for the166

correct solutions to math problems. Their multiple-167

choice questions, answers, and explanations are168

obtained by crowdsourcing and standardized tests,169

such as GMAT. While both Ling et al. (2017)’s and170

Xie et al. (2020)’s work have an educational focus,171

they only explain the reference solution instead172

of mistakes made in incorrect or partially correct173

solutions.174

2.2 Short Answer Grading Datasets175

Some of the most well-known ASAG datasets stem176

from the SemEval 2013 challenge (Dzikovska et al.,177

2013). BEETLE contains 5,044 student answers178

to basic electricity questions labeled as correct,179

partially_correct_incomplete, contradictory, irrele-180

vant or non_domain. SCIENTSBANK follows the181

same structure but also contains questions of vari-182

ous other domains, such as biology or geography.183

Basu et al. (2013) introduced Powergrading, a col-184

lection of 2,532 unique, crowdsourced answers to185

ten questions of a United States Citizenship Exam.186

Each was manually classified as correct or incor-187

rect. In contrast to the previous datasets, answers188

in the ASAP-SAS 2 dataset are scored on a scale189

from 0 to 3. Additionally, this dataset is much190

larger with ∼2,200 responses per question, with 10191

questions in total. All of the datasets above only192

include verification feedback.193

Mizumoto et al. (2019) released a Japanese194

dataset containing 12,600 student responses equally195

distributed across 6 questions. The answers stem196

from a commercial achievement test for Japanese197

high school learners and are annotated with holistic198

scores and individual marks for manually defined199

2https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-sas/

scoring criteria. Additionally, each criterion links 200

to the phrase in the student’s answer expressing 201

it. For example, for a criterion like "2 points if 202

the response mentions Western culture", the phrase 203

Western culture would be marked in the response, 204

if present. This dataset enables elaborated feed- 205

back systems. However, the structured nature of 206

criteria and matching answer spans complicates 207

an automatic translation to English. Additionally, 208

the marking scheme is limited in its expressiveness 209

as it is hard to mark missing information in the 210

answer. 211

Lastly, structured collections of smaller and non- 212

public datasets can be found in surveys by Roy et al. 213

(2015) and Burrows et al. (2015). 214

3 Short Answer Feedback dataset (SAF) 215

To remedy the lack of content-focused elaborated 216

feedback datasets, we provide SAF, an English and 217

German short answer dataset with explanations that 218

serve as elaborated feedback. In total, the corpus 219

contains 4,519 submissions, similar to the example 220

in Table 1. There are 22 English short answer ques- 221

tions with reference answers covering a range of 222

college-level communication network topics, such 223

as extension headers in IPv6 or frame bursting. 224

Additionally, the dataset contains 8 German short 225

answer questions used in micro-job training on the 226

appJobber 3 crowd-worker platform. The data was 227

collected and annotated between April 2020 and 228

June 2021. While individuals gave the German 229

answers in the context of pre-job training, the En- 230

glish questions were answered in groups of up to 231

three students in voluntary quizzes they could com- 232

plete for extra points in the final exam. Each quiz 233

consists of 3-4 questions regarding the same over- 234

arching topic, such as “Internet protocols”. All 235

answers are annotated with a score, label, and feed- 236

back as described in Table 2. The dataset can be 237

used for classical automatic short answer grading 238

and elaborated feedback generation. 239

3.1 Challenges and Requirements 240

We need reliable scoring and clear, detailed expla- 241

nations to train understandable feedback models. 242

Providing this is challenging for multiple reasons. 243

Firstly, annotators need to have the necessary do- 244

main expertise and the pedagogical knowledge on 245

how to provide understandable, well-received feed- 246

back. For instance, they should be aware of their 247

3https://appjobber.de/
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Field Description
Score A numerical value between 0 and 1 indicating the answer’s correctness and

completeness. Depending on the question, the range is discretized into steps, e.g.
0.125, so that the annotators do not have to make arbitrarily fine distinctions.

Response Feedback Response-contingent elaborated Feedback. It explains why an answer is wrong
or right without using formal error analysis (Shute, 2008). Hints or the correct
answer may be used to explain mistakes.

Verification Feed. An automatic labeling of the score. Includes the following labels: Incorrect
(score=0), Correct (score=1), Partially Correct (all intermediate scores)

Table 2: SAF’s annotation fields with descriptions.

feedback’s emotional effect. At first glance, this248

may seem obvious, but it is easily overlooked in249

practice. An example of this became apparent dur-250

ing a pilot study we conducted to uncover pitfalls251

and train our annotators. Even though we provided252

guidelines on how to give feedback, questionable253

phrases like "This response fails to ..." were com-254

mon as the annotators did not consider that the255

word "failing" may trigger negative associations256

and emotions in learners.257

Secondly, a common ground truth must be estab-258

lished for each question with clearly defined bound-259

aries because various sources may define concepts260

differently. For example, the network protocol TCP261

alone has at least five different variations, all with262

unique advantages and disadvantages, leading to263

multiple possible answers to TCP related questions264

(Chaudhary and Kumar, 2017). In our pilot study,265

this expressed itself with a low inter-annotator266

agreement (Krippendorff’s Alpha of 0.36), mak-267

ing the need for detailed scoring rubrics clear. We268

discuss our approaches to these challenges in the269

following section.270

3.2 Dataset Construction271

To ensure the necessary domain expertise, we se-272

lected two graduate students 4 who had completed273

the communication networks course themselves274

and two experienced appJobber employees for the275

crowd-worker platform’s answers. For pedagog-276

ical training, a researcher first drafted a general277

annotation guideline. It explains the annotation278

files’ structure, the annotation goals, and provides279

general recommendations for the formulation of280

feedback and the calculation of scores. For exam-281

ple, it asserts that praise, comparisons with other282

4The students’ remuneration consisted of a paid research
assistant position for one and partial credit towards a master’s
thesis and co-authorship of this paper for the other.

learners, or emotionally charged words like "fail" 283

should be avoided when writing feedback. Addi- 284

tionally, it points out common biases annotators 285

should be aware of, such as confirmation bias. For 286

instance, answers that contain keywords found in 287

many correct responses may still contain mistakes 288

and should, therefore, still be carefully inspected. 289

The general annotation guidelines were submitted 290

to a psychology doctoral student with prior work 291

in the feedback field for additional advice. Then 292

the annotators applied their knowledge in the pi- 293

lot study and received further feedback from the 294

researchers. Finally, the guideline was updated to 295

reflect any additional discussion points. 296

As can be seen in Figure 1, the researcher drafted 297

grading rubrics for each question. The rubric con- 298

sists of the questions, reference answers with de- 299

tailed grading information, and four example an- 300

swers per question for illustration. As research 301

suggests that a single author may not suffice to pro- 302

duce reliable and objective scoring rubrics (Carr, 303

2020), the draft is then discussed and refined with 304

the annotators. The discussion also mitigates the 305

challenge of defining a common ground truth, as 306

multiple sources and opinions can coalesce into a 307

single, exhaustive rubric. Before the discussion, the 308

answer annotation files are available to the anno- 309

tators. The files contain the reference and students’ 310

answers. 311

Subsequently, annotators individually evaluated 312

answers using the scoring rubric and the general an- 313

notation guideline. All English answers were anno- 314

tated twice, while only half of the German answers 315

were annotated doubly due to the prohibitive cost 316

of experienced employees. The first step of combin- 317

ing the independently annotated answer files into 318

a cohesive gold standard involves discussing the 319

disagreements with the annotators and researcher. 320

The disagreements were resolved by either choos- 321
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the annotation process.

ing one of the annotations, compromising, or fusing322

them if both had merit. For example, one annota-323

tor may notice a missing fact A while the second324

annotator may find a mistake in B’s explanation.325

Finally, the English gold feedback was checked by326

Grammarly as well as an English native speaker.327

Grammar and spelling mistakes were corrected,328

and sentences were simplified when the same in-329

formation could be expressed more concisely, for330

example, by using the possessive form. Learners’331

answers were not post-processed because models332

would frequently encounter grammar and spelling333

mistakes in the wild. Therefore, this is a challenge334

approaches should overcome.335

3.3 Corpus Statistics336

The annotation process resulted in a corpus with337

the following score and label distribution seen in338

Table 3. Similar to the SemEval dataset BEETLE339

(Dzikovska et al., 2013), we split the data into train-340

ing (64% of DE / 70% of EN), unseen answers341

(11% / 12%) and unseen questions (25% / 18%) test342

sets. While the unseen answers test split contains343

new answers to the training’s questions, the un-344

seen questions split contains novel questions. This345

setup enables the investigation of models’ ability346

to generalize to new questions without the need for347

priming with manually annotated answers first.348

Figure 2 shows the length of questions, feed-349

back, reference, and learner answers of the En-350

glish training set in tokens. We used NLTK’s351

word_tokenize5 to obtain the tokens, so their count352

can be seen as the sum of words and punctuation353

5https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.
tokenize.html

Score Train UA UQ
DE EN DE EN DE EN

0.0 216 234 47 42 49 87
(0.0, 0.3] 103 43 22 11 37 4
(0.3, 0.6] 385 143 68 19 131 24
(0.6, 1.0) 126 227 31 44 107 90

1.0 704 829 103 136 287 179∑
1534 1476 271 252 602 384

Table 3: Distribution of gold standard scores. UA
stands for Unseen Answers, and UQ denotes Unseen
Questions. DE encompasses the German and EN the
English half of the dataset.

symbols in the text. The learners’ answers were 354

between 0 and 589 tokens long (average=82.2, me- 355

dian=68). We did not filter empty submissions 356

(unless all of the group’s submissions were empty) 357

from the dataset as models will encounter this in 358

real-world applications. Since the reference an- 359

swer and learner answer are typically combined 360

as input for ASAG models, this dataset’s sensible 361

input sequence length may prove to be computa- 362

tionally expensive for large Transformer models. 363

Feedback tends to be shorter with 5-120 tokens 364

(average=22.4, median=15). The distribution looks 365

similar for the German half of the dataset only that 366

the answers and feedback tend to be slightly shorter. 367

Details can be found in Appendix A. 368

3.4 Annotation Quality 369

To estimate our annotations’ reliability, we rely on 370

inter-annotator agreement measures. As the scores 371

are interval scaled between 0 and 1, we report the 372

percentage agreement and Krippendorff’s Alpha. 373

5

https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.tokenize.html
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Figure 2: Histograms showing the distribution of text
lengths (in tokens) in the English training set. The tail
ends of c) and d) are trimmed, leaving 3 and 8 samples
unrepresented.

The annotators agreed on 89.46% of the cases on374

the English data, and α is 0.91 (N=2,112). On375

the German questions, the annotators agreed in376

81.38% of the cases, and α is 0.78 (N=1,200). The377

high agreement on the overall dataset illustrates the378

effectiveness of our annotation process, especially379

when compared to the initially low agreement of380

α=0.36 achieved in our pilot study.381

We can assume the validity of our German data382

to be high, since our experienced annotators were383

also responsible for accepting or rejecting job re-384

sults later on. Hence, their judgements should be385

consistent with the desired learning outcome. To es-386

timate the validity of our English data, we assume387

that the end-of-term exam is a valid evaluation of388

students’ knowledge. Of course, this is most likely389

not accurate in practice since the exam was not390

formally validated and only provides a snapshot391

of students’ performance in a single 120-minute392

time frame. However, most of the question pool393

and exam structure have been employed and re-394

fined over multiple years. For this reason, we deem395

it a sufficient approximation. Nevertheless, the396

following results should be viewed as an indica-397

tion of validity rather than a fact. The Spearman’s398

rank correlation between the points achieved in the399

exam and the quizzes is 0.438 (p < 0.0001) with a400

sample size of 186. This is a moderate positive cor-401

relation between the exam and quiz results (Dancey402

and Reidy, 2007) and indicates that they may mea-403

sure the same or a similar construct. In contrast to404

the quizzes, exams were not taken in groups, partly 405

explaining the variance. 406

3.5 Ethical Concerns 407

It is our responsibility to be transparent in our data 408

collection process and protect the privacy of our 409

learners. Our first step in this regard was to inform 410

our learners of the data collection process. We 411

posted to the college course’s online learning plat- 412

form and the description of the German job training. 413

Both channels usually carry vital information for 414

the learners. In our post, we 415

• detailed how we would use the learners’ an- 416

swers to research and develop automatic as- 417

sessment models. 418

• asked learners to refrain from including per- 419

sonal information in their answers, such as 420

names or addresses. This was also checked 421

during the annotation process. 422

• gave them contact information if they wanted 423

their answers to be excluded from the data col- 424

lection. We also clarified that this would not 425

negatively impact them or their grades/access 426

to jobs. None of the learners contacted us. 427

• clarified that we would only release 428

anonymized data in our publications. 429

We anonymized German answers by stripping iden- 430

tifying information and randomizing the order. To 431

anonymize the English learners’ answers, we ran- 432

domly assigned each group an ID. The group-to-ID 433

mapping was done locally on one computer and 434

was deleted after the dataset construction. Keep- 435

ing a consistent group ID allows us to identify 436

responses with quizID.questionID.groupID and, 437

thus, publish a dataset where the other answers 438

of a group can be incorporated to refine an assess- 439

ment model. For example, responses QuizA.1.3 440

and QuizB.2.3 are written by the group assigned 441

the ID 3. This characteristic is beneficial as it al- 442

lows for training models that provide personalized 443

feedback, considering the current answer and an- 444

swers to related questions. Patterns of mistakes 445

spanning multiple questions may be discovered in 446

this setting. For example, if a group answered all 447

performance evaluation questions incorrectly, they 448

may not understand the probability theory under- 449

lying the questions. However, note that SAF’s an- 450

notators only considered the current answer when 451

constructing their feedback. 452
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4 Experiments453

The goals of our experiments are threefold. Firstly,454

we want to provide baselines for the dataset. For455

this reason, it makes sense to report a wide range of456

metrics future work may want to utilize. Secondly,457

we hypothesize that including the question in the458

model’s input would increase performance. Typi-459

cally, only the student and reference answers are460

compared in ASAG (Lv et al., 2021) even though461

the question may contain additional important in-462

formation. To investigate the question’s effect on463

performance, we run each experiment in two set-464

tings: with a student and reference answer pair as465

model input or with a question, student, and refer-466

ence answer triplet.467

Finally, we want to explore the synergy between468

the ASAG scoring and classification tasks and feed-469

back generation. We believe that grading and feed-470

back should be trained jointly since the feedback471

should always match the assigned grade, and both472

tasks benefit from extracting the same information473

from the answers. For example, a span of tokens474

negatively impacting the grade should also affect475

the feedback accordingly. Our experiments investi-476

gate the hypothesis that feedback generation bene-477

fits more from being paired with the more informa-478

tive ASAG scoring task (0-1) than the verification479

feedback label classification (correct vs. incorrect480

vs. partially correct).481

4.1 Experimental Settings482

As baselines, we utilize HuggingFace’s implemen-483

tation of the T5-base and mT5-base models (Wolf484

et al., 2020). They are fine-tuned to predict the485

response’s score or label and jointly explain it.486

For computational reasons, the input sequence is487

trimmed to 512 tokens when using T5 and 256488

tokens when using mT5. When the sequence is489

longer, a part of the reference answer is truncated.490

While the complete learner answer is always rele-491

vant for grading, the reference answer may discuss492

details or additional aspects irrelevant to the partic-493

ular response.494

The output is limited to 128 tokens and has495

the following format: "label/score feedback: feed-496

back". We also enforce a minimum output se-497

quence length of 11 tokens since models tended498

to refrain from generating feedback otherwise. In499

all experiments, 10% of the training data was split-500

off for manual hyperparameter tuning and model501

selection. All models use gradient accumulation502

and an Adafactor (Shazeer and Stern, 2018) op- 503

timizer with learning rate warm-up. We trained 504

models for maximally 64 epochs utilizing early 505

stopping with a patience of 10 and selected the 506

best performing model/epoch using the following 507

metric m, where f is the macro-averaged F1 score 508

during classification and 1−MSE during scoring. 509

m =
BLEU +ROU.+MET.

3
∗ f (1) 510

We average SACREBLEU,6 ROUGE-2 and ME- 511

TEOR to compensate for the individual metrics’ 512

weaknesses when measuring the generated feed- 513

back’s quality (Post, 2018; Banerjee and Lavie, 514

2005). Thus, m balances the feedback generation 515

and labelling performance, such that success on 516

both tasks is required. Each model trained for ap- 517

proximately 1-5 hours on 2 Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti 518

cards with 11 GB of RAM. The mT5 models were 519

trained on a single card, due to the memory over- 520

head of parallelization. 521

4.2 Results 522

Table 4 shows T5’s, a majority baseline’s and 523

the average human performance on the English 524

test sets. We report the accuracy and macro- 525

averaged F1 score for classification and the root- 526

mean-squared-error for scoring. Additionally, we 527

compare the generated and annotated feedback to 528

the gold standard using BERTScore7 (Zhang et al., 529

2020) in addition to the metrics used during valida- 530

tion. 531

We can see that T5 provides a strong baseline for 532

this task. However, there is still room for improve- 533

ment compared to human performance, especially 534

on unseen questions. A closer inspection of the gen- 535

erated feedback also revealed that the model would 536

often, and often senselessly, copy common phrases 537

it saw during training with minor modifications 538

(see Appendix B). This indicates that elaborated 539

feedback tasks can be challenging even to large 540

language models. 541

Simultaneously, the models’ high text similarity 542

scores indicate a need for new evaluation metrics 543

that measure similarity on a content- instead of 544

lexical-level, enforcing that a text not only sounds 545

well but also makes sense. Contrary to our be- 546

lief, providing the model with more detailed scores 547

6https://pypi.org/project/sacrebleu/1.
4.3/ default parameters (no smoothing, n-gram order=4)

7roberta-large_L17_no-idf_version=0.3.7(hug_trans=4.2.1)-
rescaled and bert-base-multilingual-cased-rescaled

7
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Unseen Answers Unseen Questions
Model Acc. F1 BLEU MET. ROU. BERT Acc. F1 BLEU MET. ROU. BERT

L
ab

el Majority 54.0 23.4 - - - - 47.1 21.4 - - - -
T5wo_quest 74.2 72.0 33.7 59.0 52.8 65.0 66.7 55.9 10.7 36.4 31.1 52.2
T5w_quest 75.0 75.9 34.0 56.9 49.6 62.2 67.4 69.7 13.5 39.7 32.1 53.3

RMSE RMSE

Sc
or

e

Majority 0.470 - - - - 0.512 - - - -
T5wo_quest 0.290 33.7 56.9 50.4 62.8 0.263 9.0 35.3 29.1 49.7
T5w_quest 0.269 32.7 56.4 48.6 61.2 0.248 16.6 45.9 35.5 51.5
Human 0.099 45.5 64.9 56.5 68.5 0.086 57.1 71.6 64.3 75.7

Table 4: T5’s, a majority baseline’s and the annotator’s average results on the English unseen answers and unseen
questions test splits. For the scoring and the labeling task, w_quest models additionally received the questions as
input and wo_quest did not. Please note that the text similarity measures are in percent.

Unseen Answers Unseen Questions
Model Acc. F1 BLEU MET. ROU. BERT Acc. F1 BLEU MET. ROU. BERT

L
ab

el Majority 44.6 20.6 - - - - 46.2 21.1 - - - -
mT5wo_quest 85.2 85.1 50.7 51.2 31.4 54.9 54.7 41.7 0.7 20.1 0.5 21.9
mT5w_quest 84.9 84.3 46.0 49.2 30.3 51.7 49.8 36.0 0.6 18.1 0.2 18.1

RMSE RMSE

Sc
or

e Majority 0.538 - - - - 0.426 - - - -
mT5wo_quest 0.399 31.5 36.7 21.7 42.9 0.360 1.7 12.2 1.1 15.4
mT5w_quest 0.196 44.3 43.1 28.7 51.7 0.400 2.0 18.1 1.5 20.9

Table 5: mT5’s results on the German test sets. We do not provide a human limit on the German dataset, as the test
sets are only partially annotated by two annotators.

instead of only labels during training does not im-548

prove the feedback generation’s performance. It549

even worsens performance slightly for most met-550

rics.551

On the English data, we observed that the ques-552

tion provided only a marginal benefit for unseen553

answers and a larger benefit for unseen questions.554

Interestingly, this trend does not seem to extend to555

the German dataset depicted in Table 5, indicating556

that this effect may be language or dataset depen-557

dent. Additionally, we can see that generalizing to558

new questions is even less successful on the Ger-559

man than on the English data. This may be due560

to the distribution of questions and answers in the561

datasets. While both are of similar size, there are562

significantly fewer German questions with more563

answers per question than English ones. The diver-564

gent answers to questions ratio may also explain565

why mT5 (German data) outperforms T5 (English566

data) when classifying or scoring unseen answers.567

5 Conclusion and Future Work568

This paper introduces the elaborated feedback gen-569

eration task, challenging the limits of current Trans-570

former models. We provide a benchmarking dataset571

containing short answers, scores, and textual ex- 572

planations of given scores to kick off this task. As 573

of yet, the dataset consists of 4,519 submissions to 574

German and English questions. We demonstrate 575

SAF’s reliability with high inter-annotator agree- 576

ments. 577

In Section 3.3, we presented aspects of the 578

dataset we plan to improve. While the dataset is 579

sizable for a manually annotated task of this com- 580

plexity, it is small compared to other NLP tasks’ 581

crawled, large-scale datasets. We plan to mitigate 582

this by incorporating additional questions in future 583

iterations of the dataset. The focus will be on more 584

complex questions to improve the class balance 585

and questions of other domains and languages to 586

increase diversity. The model’s ability to general- 587

ize to unseen questions may also benefit from a 588

more diverse dataset. 589

Finally, the baselines presented in this paper can 590

be improved. Considering the deep understand- 591

ing human graders require for this task, we believe 592

neuro-symbolic approaches to be an exciting av- 593

enue of future research. Current models may espe- 594

cially benefit from incorporating knowledge bases 595

and other reference material. 596
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Figure 3: Histograms showing the distribution of text
lengths (in tokens) in the German training set. The tail
ends of b) is trimmed, leaving 3 unrepresented.

A German Length Statistics903

The length of questions in the training set ranged904

from 12 to 20 tokens with reference answers905

between 48 and 84 tokens. The learners’ an-906

swers were between 2 and 224 tokens long (av-907

erage=14.7, median=11) and the corresponding908

feedback ranged between 2 and 71 tokens (av-909

erage=17.4, median=14). The distribution of910

lenghths can be seen in Figure 3.911

B Examples of Generated Feedback912

Tables 6 and 7 contain example predictions gen-913

erated by the T5wo_quest models. The examples914

stem from the English unseen answers test split.915

While the examples are handpicked, we did not916

choose them based on the quality of the generated917

feedback. Instead, they were selected to be as brief918

as possible while predicting the partially correct919

class or a matching score. This is because feedback920

for partially correct answers tends to be the most921

interesting as correct and incorrect aspects of the922

response are discussed.923

Noteworthy is that many of the phrases used in924

the generated feedback are common in the train-925

ing set. Take the feedback 4.1 for example, the926

sentence "The response correctly identifies the927

spanning-tree property that makes it appealing for928

broadcast and multicast" appears 20 times in the929

training split. The rest of the generated feedback930

is similar to the following feedback which occurs931

once in the training set: "The link-state modifi-932

cation for constructing spanning trees does not933

explain how each node shares its multicast infor-934

mation with others by adding it to the link state935

packet. Each node then has the complete infor-936

mation to build a multicast spanning tree." While937

the model made some modifications, most of the938

generated feedback seems to be a collection of var-939

ious phrases seen during training. The generated 940

feedback for unseen questions would also often 941

match questions in the training set. For example, 942

the feedback would state that the response correctly 943

provided four challenges, even though the unseen 944

question asked for an advantage and drawback of a 945

completely different concept. 946
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Question:
What are extension headers in IPv6 and where are they located in a packet? What is the main advantage
of extension headers compared to IPv4?
Reference Answer:
Extension headers are used to extend the fixed IPv6 header with additional, optional network layer
information. If present, they are located between the fixed header/main header and payload/upper-layer
header/ transport-layer header.
Main advantage: One of the following advantages are considered fully correct:
1. It allows the appending of new options without changing the header.
2. IPv6 packets with optional headers are typically processed faster/simpler by intermediate devices
as most of the options are ignored (except “Hop-by-Hop Extension”) while they are processed by all
routers in IPv4 unless ordered otherwise.

Student Answer 1
The extension headers are placed between fixed header and payload. The main advantage is that they
are optional. This means that the use of space is more efficient because there won’t be any redundant
information placed there in order to keep the expected length.
Score & Gold Feedback
0.25 feedback: The response answers only the location of extension headers correctly. The definition
is missing and the advantage is incorrect when compared to IPv4 as the option field in IPv4 is also
optional. Thus, there is no efficiency benefit.
Predicted Score & Feedback 1.1
0.75 feedback: the advantage part in the response is partially correct because the advantage part is
somewhat ambiguous. extension headers are optional but it’s more a part of description/feature instead
of an advantage.
Predicted Label & Feedback 1.2
partially correct. the advantage is incorrect as the option field in the ipv4 header is optional and can
be placed between payload and fixed header. the advantage is incorrect as the option field in the ipv4
header is optional and can be placed between payload and fixed header.

Student Answer 2
1.IPv6 extension headers contain supplementary information used by network devices (such as routers,
switches, and endpoint hosts) to decide how to direct or process an IPv6 packet.
2.They are located between fixed header and payload.
3. IPv6 extension headers can be of arbitrary length.And the number of options that a packet carries are
not limited.
Score & Gold Feedback
1.0 feedback: The response answers the description, location of extension headers, and advantage
correctly.
Predicted Score & Feedback 2.1
1.0 feedback: the response answers all three parts of the question correctly.
Predicted Label & Feedback 2.2
partially correct. the advantage is partially correct as it does not state what extension headers are and
how they are used in ipv4 and how they are used in ipv6. the advantage is incorrect as the option field
in the ipv4 header is optional and can be of arbitrary length.

Table 6: Example in- and outputs of the T5 models. The question is not part of the model input.
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Question:
WHICH PROPERTY of spanning trees makes them appealing for broad- and multicasting? EXPLAIN
how you can modify Link State Routing to construct a spanning tree for multicasting.
Reference Answer:
Property: There is a single unique path between every pair of nodes in the tree. (...) This means that no
unnecessary duplicates are distributed in the network when forwarding packets using that tree structure.
Spanning Tree with Link State Routing: Each intermediate system knows which multicast groups it
belongs to, but initially doesn’t know which other IS belong to the groups. Therefore, you can add
multicast group information to the link state packet and each node can construct multicast trees once
the full network topology and group information are distributed in the whole network, as each node
then has the complete state information stored locally (e.g. with Prim or Kruskal)

Student Answer 3
Spanning trees are appealing to broad- and multicasting scenarios, because they allow the packets to
only travel one path (except travling backwards). This removes the need for looking up specific tables
as in RPF / RPB.
Score & Gold Feedback
0.25 feedback: It is true that there is a unique path between nodes but that not only does away with
the need to look at routing tables in RPF/RPB but reduces duplicates by removing loops(unnecessary
links). No explanation was provided for modifying the link-state algorithm to construct a multicast
spanning tree for nodes.
Predicted Score & Feedback 3.1
0.75 feedback: the response is partially correct because the link-state routing modification description
is missing how the nodes belong to which groups.
Predicted Label & Feedback 3.2
partially correct. the explanation behind using a spanning tree for multicast and broadcast is partially
correct as it does not mention how the link-state algorithm is modified to construct a multicast spanning
tree. the explanation for modifying the link-state algorithm to construct a multicast spanning tree is
partially correct as it does not mention how each node shares its multicast information with others by
adding it to the link-state packet.

Student Answer 4
PROPERTY: The spanning tree does not have any loops.
Score & Gold Feedback
0.5 feedback: The response correctly answers why a spanning-tree usage is ideal in multicast and
broadcast. The explanation for modifying the link-state algorithm to construct a multicast spanning
tree for nodes is not provided.
Predicted Score & Feedback 4.1
0.75 feedback: the response correctly identifies the appealing property of a spanning tree for broadcast
and multicast. the modification of the link state algorithm for constructing a multicast spanning-tree
is not complete as it also needs to explain how link-state packets are expanded with multicast group
information and how each node shares its multicast information with others by adding it to the link
state packet. each node then has the complete information to build a multicast spanning tree.
Predicted Label & Feedback 4.2
partially correct feedback: the response correctly identifies the spanning-tree property that makes
it appealing for broadcast and multicast and how the link-state algorithm is modified to construct a
multicast spanning tree. the explanation for modifying the link-state algorithm to construct a multicast
spanning tree is partially correct as it does not state how the link-state algorithm is modified to construct
a multicast spanning tree.

Table 7: Example in- and outputs of the T5 models. The question is not part of the model input.
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